Audio and e-Books
JEDTA Media Center
destiny.epsnj.org

Login = jedta

Password= jedta
From left panel click on FollettShelf
There are 185 items in this collection of audio and e-books. Audio books are displayed first.
Click on a book cover to listen....
Use these controls to start, pause, stop or control volume.
Moving your mouse over the cover image will display a short summary.
Why Audio??

- Listening skills help with processing auditory information and expand attention spans
- Encourage an appreciation of fluency of oral reading
- Encourages higher level thinking and interpretation
Scroll down the menu to view e-books. They have the symbol “E” in green.
Cover images that display the infinity symbol are unlimited.

In other words, multiple students can read this at once. Excellent option for class-wide reading.
Enjoy!!

Mrs. McLaughlin